27th Annual Seed Conditioners Advisory Committee Meeting
December 9th, 2015 Linn County Extension Office
Members present: Hubert Christensen, Dan Reid, Bill Merrigan, Dan Curry, Dennis Lundeen,
Jake Stockfleth, Ruth Martin, Jessie Peters, Sean Vibbert, Adriel Garay, Pat McClain, Warren
Dole, Mike Coon, Jay Noller, Drew Bell
Members Absent: Randy Black
Guests Present: Mary Beuthin, John Zielinski, Barry Schrumpf, Tami Brown, Dale Brown, Andy
Altishin, Farhad Shafa, Jim Dombroski, Carrie Lewis, Jeff McMorran, Jordon McDonald, Kevin
Loe, Mike Hawman
1. Meeting called to order at 10:00
Bill Merrigan welcomed everyone and made introductions. Jake moved, Warren seconded, all
approved
2. Approval of minutes:
Jake moved to accept the minutes, pointing out that the location was incorrect, Warren
seconded, all in favor.
3. Review of Automatic Sampler testing
Rachel gave the review of the program from 2015 harvest results. Jake wants the warehouse to
be informed at the time the samplers show up - not ahead of time. Solution: Sampler will pick up
regular samples one day, choose one lot and inform the warehouses that they will be back the
next day (or within 2 days) and they have to set down the lot for sampling. Warehouses will not
be informed ahead of time. Warehouses also must set down the entire lot no more than two
pallets high. There was more discussion about dividing the chart up by species, as different
species have different challenges in cleaning. Jake also suggested looking at the first
warehouse listed, as it has a significant change in weed seed, which is concerning as a
warehouse, more so than inert. Moving forward, warehouses that have significant differences in
weed seeds also need to be looked at for additional sampling. Rachel will work with Sabry and
Adriel to figure out what a normal variance in seed would be, and use that information to further
test warehouses that seem to be outside the data. Mike asked if the intent of the program is to
“catch” people or to check the accuracy of the automatic samplers. Jake confirmed that it was to
“catch” people. Jim said that it was more for accuracy, per our discussion last year. Rachel
elaborated that really it serves both purposes. Dan C added that the “random” factor of it is
essentially a threat, that if you cheat, you might get caught. Bill added that it might add incentive
to make sure that your sampler is working correctly.
4. Labeling of Bulk bags
Rachel gave a brief background on the situation - re-using bulk bags with permanent lot
numbers is difficult, but having bags without a permanent lot number goes against our
standards. Warren said that they use multiple ½ sheets of paper to label each bag, but the bags

never leave their facility. They use multiple sheets on each bag because one inevitably gets
ripped off. Jake thinks that they shouldn’t have to permanently stencil bulk bags. Mike C uses
the same system - but the majority is on uncertified seed. Bill says there needs to be something
in the wording that is specific and will prevent it from losing it’s identity. John Z said that seed
coming from Washington is all stenciled in addition to the pocket. Kevin suggested a tag zipped
into the eye on the side of the bag. Jake mentioned a 3x5 tag snap tied. Dan C made the
suggestion that you have to do 2 on the eyes and one in the pocket. Warren also made the
suggestion that you could poke a hole through edges close to the top, and then zip tie the tag
through that. It would eliminate the possibility of double stacking bags hiding the lot identifier.
Jake advised the group that the rules are getting too strict and that everyone needs to
remember that we are “Seed Services” and needs to remember that it has Services in the
name. If people are cheating it needs to be reported to ODA, not us. Rachel asked for a motion
for the direction of what they want Seed Cert to do. Mike H asked - is this for seed leaving the
facilities or for everything leaving? It was clarified that this is just for seed leaving the
warehouses. Drew asked about the difference between metal boxes and bulk bags. Jessie said
that one is taggable and one is not. Rachel - what if we made an additional “category” of tag
type - bulk certified tags that must be verified by the sampler before they are shipped - to ensure
that they have a permanent lot number. Dennis had a suggestion - we should have a sub
committee to meet and present to the board in February. Jake, Warren, Dan R, Karl Detwyler
Rachel, and Kevin Loe.
5. Review of certified sample delivery
Rachel gave a review of how samples get to the lab, and things we have changed to improve
service. Every day service in Marion county is a positive. Also this year with the moving of the
Marion County office, we have discontinued use of the state shuttle. Pat brought up the change
that they cannot run certified samples down to the lab. Jake seconded the issue. Jake sees no
reason why they can’t run the certified samples down to the lab - they are already paying a rush
or super rush on the sample. Pat said it seems like he is no longer “trusted” to run samples to
the lab. Dan C brought up the “fairness” of it, and asked how remote warehouses felt about it.
Warren, Bill and Sean all said that they understand that they will always be at disadvantage.
Dennis pointed out that hand delivered samples may not be eligible for Sod - because that is an
ODA test, and they require chain of custody. Jake said the letter needs to go out to
EVERYBODY about allowing people to do it. Mike C asked for a solution. Bill said add the Sod
exemption should be added to the memo. Jake motioned to review the possibility of warehouse
to be allowed to deliver rush samples. Suggested ideas were: double seal, calling ahead to
sampler (to keep track of number of samples for each Company/warehouse), must be delivered
during business hours, and they may not be eligible for SOD quality, any suspicious samples
will be denied at the Seed Lab’s discretion and ONLY rush samples can be brought in. Pat
seconded, not all in favor, Drew opposes.
6. Faxes
Dan Curry gave a quick update on the fax situation. Jake and Hubert think it’s a great idea. Mike
C suggests we don’t fax them the letter about discontinuing the fax. Jake added that you only
need to be mailing the final, not the preliminary reports. Jodi said that it would be hard to sort

out the prelims from the final. Pat wanted to know what the percentage is that get mailed vs fax.
17,000 are faxed a year. Pat says we should discontinue faxing. Bill says that he is fine
eliminating faxes, but he wants his tests emailed to him. Farhad asked if getting it on your
phone would be acceptable because email can be unreliable, and a phone app is much more
reliable. Sean expressed concern that he cannot get cell service at his warehouse, he did say
that he would be ok with fax going away. 92% of warehouses are doing online sample
certificates. 1.2% of sample certificates are being hand written. Jake motioned to send out the
letter “in an encouraging way” to try and move away from faxes. Nicole asked about androids.
Dan C. responded that we don’t have the ability to write a program for android, but would be
looking into options in the next year. Farhad responded that you can still get them on your
android, but you have to use the web browser. Also he hopes by the end of 2016 there will be
an app for android devices. Drew seconded. All in favor, motion passed.
7. Reports and Updates
Jay Noller gave an update on OSU college of ag - we are on a hiring spree. We aret rying to
hire new extension and other positions. Crop and Soil specifically is opening a search for a
Marion County position - extension and small farms. Also Soil Fertility, soil and water quality,
and Manager/director of the Seed Lab. Dan Curry has been named Interim lab manager until
the search can be started/fulfilled. Also put in an application to DEA to bring hemp seeds into
the state for industrial hemp research and seed production.
Dan Curry gave an update on Seed Services - See attached report. He did highlight that Seed
Certification acres were up, and the number of samples in Seed Lab were less backed up this
year, and they were down samples due to yields, and due to the increased OECD lot size. After
19 years Adriel has decided to retire, and Certification is doing research with Drones.
Dennis Lundeen - for Seed Certification. Dennis introduced Tami Brown as the new specialist.
He briefly reviewed the new Field mapping application on the web. Farhad cautioned everyone
that the color on the online services webpage color will be changing. What that means is that
the webpage will now be fully encrypted. This is to help prevent fraud and will help prevent
counterfeiters from stealing the digital encryption program.
Adriel Garay - Gave update on Seed Lab. The lab is trying to clean up some problems with
some formulas - a rule proposal is currently going through AOSA. The seed lab is also changing
grow outs, to do a germination and fluorescence at the same time. Sabry will be finalizing the
research proposal and securing funding to bring it to a rule proposal.
Jodi Keeling - The seed lab is working on changing the way ryegrass contaminants are
reported. Instead of listing it as Lollium multiflorum, we would like to change it to be
“undetermined Lollium species”
Carrie Lewis: Handed out a single page report on how they report multiples in fine fescue
species. The hope is if the rules passes AOSA it will raise purities slightly. Also a proposal to
change the rules that require separating the ryegrass multiples.

Election of vice chair Jake motioned for Warren Dole. Sean seconded. Hubert motioned to close
nominations - all in favor of closing. All in favor.
Committee representative for board meeting - Warren Dole.
No other business.
Time and place, Wednesday after Seed League, and location to be determined. No complaints
on new location (Linn County Extension Office).
Bill thanked Adriel for his service throughout his career. Dennis presented a plaque. He also
recognized Hubert for his contributions.

